Portable toothbrush: It is a new design that will facilitate in decreasing tooth caries by its accessibility
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According to the national and nutrition examination survey, they have collected some information about the percentage of people that have tooth decay. The percent include that 92% of adult from 20 to 64 have caries and it increase among students in high school and or more than high school. People that go to their work for 6 or 8 hours, they eat on their work and taking snacks every hour or less than hour all this food debris become a good medium for bacterial growth and plaque formation. We must ask ourselves why we wait until our mouth become a home to plaque? There are a lot of toothbrushes in this world but no one of us can carry one of these brushes with him as it is long and we must carry the tube of the paste also so the problem is here. So my idea is about a design for a new toothbrush which is portable with a small size to be easily carry everywhere and the new in it we will not be in need to carrying toothpaste with us.
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